INTRODUCTION

In the depths of Mentawai, a small group of islands located off the west coast of Sumatra, survives an indigenous tribal community who, for thousands of years, have sustained their survival by maintaining practice and preservation of Arat Sabulungan; a complex cultural belief system giving reverence to the spirit of their ancestors, the sky, land, ocean, rivers, and all that is natural within.

At present, besides just a few small clans whom - led by Sikerei (shamans) - have managed to reject modern influence and instead continue to capitalize on their in-depth knowledge of the forest’s foods, medicines and building resources, the Mentawai existence remains at the mercy of foreign influence that, according to Sikerei’s perspective surrounding these changes, this is resulting in a desperation leading to instances of theft, violence and development of a dependency on outsiders for support.

Prior to this report there does not appear to have been any attempt made to record qualitative or quantitative data ascertaining what impact foreign influence is having on Mentawai’s indigenous peoples; nothing recorded regarding their perspective surrounding these changes, nor what strategies, if any, they would like to implement in order to counteract the potentially dire consequences caused by such a fundamental change to their world.

This meaning that the data presented within this community research report, which has been collated with the explicit goal of identifying these perspectives in order to present back to the community so as to allow fair opportunity for the development of a sustainable community-based solution, is unprecedented.

BACKGROUND & HISTORY

Mentawai is an archipelago found off the west coast of Sumatra (Indonesia) consisting of approximately 70 islands and islets. The four main islands, shown in map 1.0, are North and South Pagai, Siberut, and Sipora; with Siberut - spanning 4,480 square kilometers and with a population of approximately 29,918 (c.2000) - being the largest of the four.

The ancestors of the indigenous Mentawai people are believed to have first migrated to the region somewhere between 2000 – 500 BCE (Reeves, 2000), whereas the first colonialists are stated, in early documentation by John Crisp who landed on the islands in 1792, to have arrived in the mid 1700’s in the way of Englishmen whom made an unsuccessful attempt to establish a pepper farming settlement on an island south of South Pagai (Crisp, 1799). For many years prior to this trading was existent between indigenous communities and mainland Sumatran Chinese and Malays (Francis, 1839).

Having established their presence 40 years prior, whilst signing control of Sumatra and the Malay peninsula, the Dutch returned in 1864 to claim the Mentawai Islands under the sovereignty of the East Indies (Mess, 1870); a position maintained until the Second World War.

Throughout this period the relationship between the Dutch and indigenous communities was reported to be a satisfactory one, as is documented through account of conversation with Mentawai elders whom labelled this time as ‘the good old days’ where they ‘received fair prices in trading and were free to practice their cultural lifestyle, Arat Sabulungan’ (Bakker, 1999). Aside from a military campaign enforcing the eradication of tribal warfare – a change supposedly welcomed by the Islanders – records show that the Dutch did not attempt to meddle with the day-to-day lives of Mentawai people.

1 (Regional Astronomy Website, c.2000) Of which about 90% are of Indigenous Mentawai origin, the other 10% are essentially made up of Minangkabaus, Javanese, and Batiks (Ketola, 2008).

2 Arat Sabulungan is a cultural existence by which the indigenous Mentawai people live; held together by a belief system paying reverence to the spirits of their ancestors, the sky, the land, the ocean, trees, and everything natural life. Lead by the shaman (Kerei or Sikerei). Ritualistic ceremonies are quite common.
Of the many changes experienced by the people of Siberut throughout this period and the decades ensuing – notably the establishment of a penal colony in Muara Siberut and the arrival and violent rule of Japanese authority during the period of the Second World War – the most significant, in terms of assimilating the people of Mentawai, arrived in 1950 (after declaration of Indonesia’s Independence in 1945) when Mentawai became part of the Indonesian state (Bakker, 1999).

As early as 1954, under Indonesia’s goal of national unity and cultural adaptation, the National Government began introducing development and civilization programmes designed to ‘integrate the tribal groups into the social and cultural mainstream of the country’ (Persson, 2004).

This, for native Mentawai, meant the eradication of Arat Sabulungan practice, the forced surrender, burning and destruction of possessions used to facilitate cultural or ritual behaviour; and their Sikerei (shamans) being disrobbed, beaten, and forced into slave labour and imprisonment.

Under Pancasila, the five principles for Indonesian state philosophy formulated by the Indonesian nationalist leader Sukarno, the Indonesian Government also began to enforce their new nationwide religious policies; issuing a decree declaring that all Indonesian people must belong to one of the five recognized religions: Which, for the Mentawai Islands, resulted in an immediate influx of missionaries and an increase in violence and pressure on the people to adopt change.

At the core of the programmes implementation strategy was the development of a series of resettlement (PKMT) villages (1971); whereby houses were constructed according to a uniform design in zoned areas alongside the main rivers/ coastline and the people forced to abandon their Uma and ancestral land to relocate.

After a period of five years these settlements were removed of project status and left in the hands of civil servants and local government authorities to maintain progress and control. This was also the time in which logging companies began to appear throughout the Mentawai Islands.

By the late 1980’s, after loggers had devastated the forests of Sipora, North and South Pagai, and – prior to being challenged by a selection of international organizations5 – were also in the process of achieving the same on Siberut, the Government’s pressure on resettlement was somewhat relaxed (primarily due to the steady flow of tourism the indigenous community attracted). With this, the people in the Mentawai found that they were once again free to practice their native cultural activities – in areas away from the villages.

However, by this point, and as it remains today, the number of indigenous people still actively practicing the cultural customs, rituals and ceremonies of Arat Sabulungan had already been limited to a very small population of clans primarily located around the Sarereiket and Sakuudei regions in the south of Siberut Island.

6 Matotonan is a resettlement (PKMT) village located alongside the Rereiket River, which connects a number of tributaries with the ocean at the port town of Muara Siberut. Traveled from Muara lake's approximately 6 hours via motorized canoe; with Matotonan being one of the most commonly visited PKMT settlements found along this route (others include Rogdok, Madobak, Ugai and Butui). Approximately 1500-2000 people currently populate the Matotonan region – during any given weekday, on average, below 1000 people would be occupying the village. There are approximately 250 houses that have been erected, along with 1 elementary/junior school, 1 church, 1 mosque, and a Puskesmas (a government supplied medical centre) – that, due to the absence of medical staff, has never been in operation. The village has also been allocated a hierarchical structure with the placement and employment of eight civil servants – the Kepala Desa (head of village), the Sekretaris Desa (village secretary), and six variations of Kepala Dusun (head of a division within the village) – during any given weekday; on average, below 1000 people would be occupying the village. There are approximately 250 houses that have been erected, along with 1 elementary/junior school, 1 church, 1 mosque, and a Puskesmas (a government supplied medical centre) – that, due to the absence of medical staff, has never been in operation. The village has also been allocated a hierarchical structure with the placement and employment of eight civil servants – the Kepala Desa (head of village), the Sekretaris Desa (village secretary), and six variations of Kepala Dusun (head of a division within the village). All of whom have been surveyed and included in this study.

7 Augus Sikatsila, born in Sabei Samukop (Siberut), speaks, reads and writes in English, Indonesian and Mentawai.

METHOD

The data analysed in this report was collected through a baseline survey made up of both quantitative and qualitative questions, which was conducted over a period of seven days during November 2011. Overseen by Rob Henry and Matt Hannon, the survey was carried out by a small team of trained surveyors within the settlement village of Matotonan in the south of Siberut Island.

The team, lead by Siberut local Augus Sikatsila6, consisted of five male and five female members all of Mentawai origin. The team was selected due to their competence in both the local Mentawai dialect and Bahasa Indonesia, thus ensuring adequate comprehension and translation of participant responses.

In order to sufficiently canvas a balanced cross-section of this indigenous community it was necessary to develop five variations of the baseline survey; each designed to specifically target a key demographic – male/female, student/ youth, sikerei (shaman), community/group/ network leader, and schoolteacher.

After an initial half day of on-site survey training each team member was designated responsibility over a particular demographic. Each survey consisted of between 40-46 questions and required an average of 20-30 minutes per individual; allowing for a total sample of 441 surveys to be collected across the seven days. Each of the surveys was conducted on a one-to-one basis after the team approached (at random) a member of their target demographic.
The data presented within this report is the result of a careful analysis of each of the 441 samples obtained during the aforementioned baseline survey. It is important to note that an equal share of male and female (54/46%) candidates were canvassed across an age bracket of between 7-70 years, with the average age equalling approximately 26.

Therefore, taking into consideration that 97 of the elder candidates were unable to account for their precise age – primarily due to a cultural divide whereby the concept of measuring age in terms of years has, until recent times, been foreign to them – the data presented should provide an accurate reflection of the views expressed by the indigenous Mentawai community located within this region.

**NB:** Throughout this report each sample range will be referred to by their demographic, rather than by their age bracket. For example, ‘~% of students…’; whilst the collective sample group shall be referred to as ‘the community’.

General

Literacy levels in Matotonan appear to sit at an average level, with 50.3% of the community competent in both reading and writing skills. Under the guidance of community leaders (92.3%) and teachers (100%), it would appear that progress is being made within the younger generations as findings indicate that 77.7% of students are competent in both. However, despite the students (56.9%) being taught to use Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesia’s national language) at school, findings show that a mere 36.3% of the community are able to communicate effectively using Bahasa and that Mentawai dialect remains the preferred language spoken within the region.

As shown in figure 1.1, findings indicate that - whilst there are currently four general stores (known as toko)\(^\text{11}\) servicing Matotonan - the community still relies heavily on the surrounding forest and rivers as the predominant source of their daily nutritional needs.

Sago, the staple food of indigenous Mentawai, continues to make up the primary portion of the community’s daily food intake; with 93.9% of the community emphasising that they would not be able to survive without having access to the Sago Palm (which is currently found in abundance in their surrounding forests).

Testimony to the importance Matotonan locals place on their native environment, 97.5% of the community state that the availability and access to the natural resources surrounding is the number one factor in ensuring their continued survival.

It was found (qualitatively) that, regardless of the education levels obtained by an individual here, the limited employment prospects within the region mean that it is very difficult to obtain work and, therefore, to afford to purchase food supplies. Discounting students, 65.3% of the community listed economic issues as a considerable barrier to maintaining daily life in Matotonan.

---

\(^{11}\) These stores - retailing noodles, rice, sugar, chocolate, sweets, tea, coffee, cigarettes, fuel, etc, are all businesses that have been established, and continue to be run, by people of Minangkabau origin.

---

**Fig. 1.1** How much of your daily food / drink comes from the village?

---

87.7% OF STUDENTS HAVE RECORDED A LOW TO MEDIUM KNOWLEDGE OF THE PLANTS, ANIMALS, AND THE FORESTS OF THE REGION.
Access to health care on Siberut Island has not altered since 1998 when Cheeseman and Kramer conducted the health research study, *Incidence of Illness Among the Mentawai People of Siberut Island*, as their description of the island’s modern health care facilities remains valid. ‘Currently there’s only one (operational) government-run community health clinic (puskkesmas) in each of the two district towns, Muara Siberut and Muara Sikabaluan. A Puskesmas has been built in each of the PKMT villages (over 60 settlements) throughout the Island but, with medical staff concentrated solely to the two district towns, none of these have really ever been operational’.

Meaning that, for all residents of communities located in the interior or on the west coast of Siberut – whom due to financial restrictions are seldom able to afford the cost of transportation to these district towns – are effectively unable to access these modern health care services.

In spite of this, findings show that the general levels of health within the Matotonan community remains high, as not one person canvassed during the baseline survey cited health or access to medical assistance as being a barrier to their existence here.

A possible reason for this finding – as illustrated in figure 1.2 – could be attributed to the presence of Sikerei. Whose role, as confirmed through qualitative data by 80.6% of all other demographics, is ‘to treat, heal, and protect the people’. This meaning that, if Sikerei are fulfilling the role as a community doctor, then the Matotonan settlement – where there’s found to be around 1 Sikerei per 35 residents – actually possesses Siberut’s highest ratio of doctors per capita.

Adding weight to this is the data gathered by Cheeseman and Kramer during their aforementioned health report, which sought statistics on the proliferation of six major illnesses found on Siberut Island – malaria, cholera, measles, tuberculosis, pneumonia and typhoid.

As seen in figure 1.3, when focusing on the region where almost all the last remaining Sikerei actively practicing traditional Arat Sabulungan culture are located, of the 165 people canvassed by the pair in Matotonan there were no apparent cases of illness. Whilst in Madobak, the only other village surveyed for the report within this particular region, a mere 19.2% (of 510 people) reported having been affected.

When comparing this against all other settlements throughout Siberut these figures are considerably lower. Which, coupled with our findings showing 98.6% of the community would prefer to use traditional medicine administered by Kerei if they were to become ill; and that 77.1% believe that the community would not survive without medical attention provided by Sikerei, strongly suggests that the presence of an adequate number of trained Sikerei continues to have a significant impact on disease control and overall community health and well-being.

In terms of basic hygiene, findings indicate that all of those sampled have clean water for the purposes of drinking and washing; almost all of which is collected from a natural source – boiled from the river (45.8%), a natural spring/well (50.1%) or rainwater (2.7%). There was no mention of health problems related to the use of this water.

The supply of foods in this region, which for the majority is grown or gathered from natural sources (see General), is adequate enough for the community to maintain a healthy and nutritious diet.

This finding also matching data gathered on Siberut by Höfler and Pech in 1978; which, in detail, stated plans for ‘the establishment of dialogue and linkage between modern health care workers and traditional medicine men (shaman/kerei) with regard to frequent diseases, their treatment and prevention; and upgrading effectiveness of Kerei through dialogue and training with Kerei’. Which, in detail, stated plans for the ‘establishment of dialogue and linkage between modern health care workers and traditional medicine men (shaman/kerei) with regard to frequent diseases, their treatment and prevention; and upgrading effectiveness of Kerei through dialogue and training with Kerei’. Unfortunately, this objective was never pursued.

As seen in figure 1.3, when focusing on the particular region, a mere 19.2% (of 510 people) reported having been affected. When comparing this against all other settlements throughout Siberut these figures are considerably lower.

It was found that perinatal and infant mortality amongst the community are not uncommon here. Which, considering Matotonan’s proximity to the nearest operational medical clinic and the difficulties involved with treating infant illness, is not altogether unexpected.

The baseline survey findings, which show an average of responses provided by both male (118) and female (130) parents, (who were surveyed separately and therefore would present by the nearest operational medical clinic and the difficulties involved with treating infant illness, is not altogether unexpected. The baseline survey findings, which show an average of responses provided by both male (118) and female (130) parents, (who were surveyed separately and therefore would present...
As Mentawai is thought to be a predominantly Catholic society, the findings that show Matotonan to be predominantly Muslim are quite surprising and indicate that updated statistics may be required.

There has been one recent instance where Indonesia has granted an Indigenous religion (adat) to be classified as an Agama (religion), which was the Ngaju Dayak adat ‘Hindu Kaharingan’. However, in doing so, it was also heavily regulated to comply with national standards and benefits (Butterworth, D.J: Lessons of the Ancestors 2008).

Some crossover data (if tallied together), indicate that, of 124 people, 39.5% report having lost a child; with almost all of these (82.5%) occurring within the first 5 years of the child’s life.

It’s worth noting that, whilst the average woman in Matotonan gives birth to approximately eight children, figures show most have only lost one (59.6%) or two (28.7%). Comparing these findings to the study conducted by Höfler and Pech in 1978 – which reported the perinatal mortality rate at 2.9%, and the rate of mortality during the first 5 years to be between 15 and 24% - it would appear that, over the past 33 years, there has been a 15% increase in the rate of infant mortality here.

As findings show in figure 1.4, constitutionally recognized religions have successfully been integrated and adopted into the lives of indigenous Mentawai (see Background and History, 1954).

Baseline survey findings show that 98.2% of those surveyed now follow one of the five nationally recognized religions and 72% cite the reason for this as being ‘because this is my belief’.

Findings also revealed that people in Matatonan do not consider Arat Sabulungan, their system of cultural practice and belief, a religion. This could be attributed to Indonesian law which defines ‘adat’ as reference to a system of laws and rules said to have no spiritual, religious, or otherwise occult references that correspond with the term ‘agama’ (religion).

In support of this, as illustrated in fig. 1.4, findings show that only 1.8% of the community claim Arat Sabulungan as their choice of religion. However when the word ‘religion’ is removed we found that 59.5% of the same sample claim Arat Sabulungan as their most important belief and 98.6% that Arat Sabulungan is in some way a part of their lives. This giving a strong indication that the community here perceive Arat Sabulungan as a way of life rather than a religion and that their recognised faith is adopted in addition to their cultural and spiritual beliefs.

In direct contrast to the wider demographic, students, who in addition to learning about nationalised religion in school are almost all (89.8%) involved in additional religious activity/groups outside school hours, have adopted the view that Arat Sabulungan is not their most important belief (85.4%) and/or is a low factor within their lives (76.2%).

As findings show in figure 1.4, constitutionally recognized religions have successfully been integrated and adopted into the lives of indigenous Mentawai (see Background and History, 1954).

Baseline survey findings show that 98.2% of those surveyed now follow one of the five nationally recognized religions and 72% cite the reason for this as being ‘because this is my belief’.

Findings also revealed that people in Matatonan do not consider Arat Sabulungan, their system of cultural practice and belief, a religion. This could be attributed to Indonesian law which defines ‘adat’ as reference to a system of laws and rules said to have no spiritual, religious, or otherwise occult references that correspond with the term ‘agama’ (religion).

In support of this, as illustrated in fig. 1.4, findings show that only 1.8% of the community claim Arat Sabulungan as their choice of religion. However when the word ‘religion’ is removed we found that 59.5% of the same sample claim Arat Sabulungan as their most important belief and 98.6% that Arat Sabulungan is in some way a part of their lives. This giving a strong indication that the community here perceive Arat Sabulungan as a way of life rather than a religion and that their recognised faith is adopted in addition to their cultural and spiritual beliefs.

In direct contrast to the wider demographic, students, who in addition to learning about nationalised religion in school are almost all (89.8%) involved in additional religious activity/groups outside school hours, have adopted the view that Arat Sabulungan is not their most important belief (85.4%) and/or is a low factor within their lives (76.2%).

98.6% of the community would prefer to use traditional medicine administered by SIKEREI if they were to become ill.

Fig 1.4

Religion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arat Sabulungan</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which religion do you practice?

97 As Mentawai is thought to be a predominantly Catholic society, the findings that show Matotonan to be predominantly Muslim are quite surprising and indicate that updated statistics may be required.

98 There has been one recent instance where Indonesia has granted an Indigenous religion (adat) to be classified as an Agama (religion), which was the Ngaju Dayak adat ‘Hindu Kaharingan’. However, in doing so, it was also heavily regulated to comply with national standards and benefits (Butterworth, D.J: Lessons of the Ancestors 2008).
At the most fundamental level Arat Sabulungan was established as a method of sustaining the Mentawai existence. The Sabulungan culture comprises of a system of behaviours developed with precise relevance to the Mentawai environment and through development of this direct connection, understanding and reverence to their natural habitat they’ve managed to preserve the sustainability of their survival.

Baseline findings reveal, with 61.7% of the community stating that Arat Sabulungan would not survive without Sikerei – also labelled as the ‘head of cultural knowledge and existence’ - that these societal figures (through their role) are the backbone of Mentawai culture and its sustainability.

Highlighting this, as shown in figure 1.5, it was found (qualitatively) through consensus of their response to the question ‘what do you provide the community in your role as Sikerei?’ they do ‘teach the value of our culture, our animals, our plants, and how to prevent the devastation of our existence’ and ‘teach the Sikerei/Mentawai values, which then protects our existence’.

When the community were asked if they believe the forest would ever run out of food, medicinal or building resources, 65% told us not for reason that they ‘protect, preserve, and always replant it’. Which, when combined with 97.5% of the community who believe that they would not survive without being able to gather resources from the forest, does bring to light the significance of Sikerei’s role within the Mentawai community.

It’s found that the connection to both cultural and environmental knowledge does remain a prominent and important part of daily life in Matotonan but there appears to be a clear shift occurring away from Arat Sabulungan practice towards behaviours conducive to the nationalised systems being practiced throughout Indonesia – schooling, commercial farming, capitalism, consumerism, and so forth.

This made evident by the fact that 71.9% of the community (qualitatively) state that the number of Kerei has slowly declined over the years solely due to the introduction and influence of foreign cultural, societal, governmental and religious practices.

In further support of this we found that, whilst 79.4% of males claim they’re still capable of building an Uma (58.7% including women) and 95% of the community agreeing that the Uma, as the centre of cultural activity and existence, is vital for the future of Mentawai; when asked whether they’d prefer to be living in an Uma rather than living in a settlement village only 36.7% suggested Uma. The most common reason given for both Uma (34.4%) and village (34.3%) being ‘to remain close to family and friends’.

In addition to this, 77.1% of the community told us that they could not survive without Sikerei and 59.4% that more Sikerei are needed within the community, yet contrary to this, 64.8% also proclaimed that the role of Sikerei is not a good future for their children; and 77.3% that it is not possible for a child to both attend school and train to become Sikerei.
The most significant finding in relation to this shift is that – despite the community having told us that possessing knowledge of the forest is the most important skill required for their future survival, and that the majority do continue to partake in some form of gathering or agriculture themselves – only 30.6% of the community claim to possess an above average knowledge of the plants, the animals and the forest. Which are all key aspects of Mentawai culture.

In examining the probable cause for these low levels it’s worth noting the differences in how the community perceive the role of Sikerei as oppose to how they perceive the role themselves.

As stated previously, based on qualitative data, 80.6% of all other demographic believe that the role of Sikerei is ‘to treat, heal, and protect the people’; with 98.6% also confirming that they would use this service if they become ill. Whereas the response given by 72.5% of Sikerei shows that they see themselves as educators, with all answers outside of ‘providing medicine and protection’ (27.6%) beginning with the words ‘we teach’ (see fig. 1.5). Which, prior to the introduction of foreign schooling systems here, is the role the Mentawai community bestowed upon them.

Furthermore, findings reveal that within these settlement villages the community are now being educated under the guidance of a new system of leaders – the village heads (civil servants), the pastors, and the schoolteachers.

This reiterated by the finding that only one person (a volunteer chairman of youth) out of all the leaders and teachers within the village has endeavoured to include Arat Sabulungan within their role or activity.¹⁸

Matching the finding, as stated by the community, that there is not one community activity in place to help teach aspects of Arat Sabulungan.¹⁹ Meaning that, irrespective of preference, the opportunity for the people here to learn about their native culture or environment within the current education system is either extremely limited or simply does not exist.

Education

![Bar chart showing the most important development for the future of Matotonan]

**Fig 1.7 What is the most important development for the future of Matotonan?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better schooling/educational facilities</td>
<td>40.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stronger economy; more employment</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural education</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved road, lighting, electricity, and communication facilities</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for community farming</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health training and education</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Other’</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Elementary and junior high schools, or SD (Sekolah Dasar) and SMP (Sekolah Menengah Pertama), have been combined and established in all Mentawai settlement villages; providing children an opportunity to attend school from the age of six through to fourteen.²⁰

Following this they’re encouraged to attend one of the senior schools, SMA (Sekolah Menengah Atas), which have been established in the district towns of Muara Siberut and Muara Sikabaluan. For those having to relocate from regional areas to attend senior school the costs (food, accommodation, fees, etc.) are at times too much and so some do not attend.

Each of these government-run schools teach a national curriculum designed by Indonesia’s Ministry of Education and Culture and Ministry of Religious Affairs. The junior/elementary school hours run Mon–Fri from 8am–12pm and the rate of attendees is generally extremely high for those living in settlements such as Matotonan (94% of 133 surveyed). It should be noted that parents in Siberut are not required to pay any school fees for this particular program.

Overall, baseline survey findings show that the educational opportunities being provided for the children of Matotonan are well received by the community, with 89.5% of students claiming that they enjoy going to school (with 65.5% suggesting they would like to become teachers themselves).

Furthermore, when adults were asked ‘what is most important for your children’s future?’ 76.8% of those surveyed suggested education; and, as shown in figure 1.7, when asked ‘what is the most important development for the future of Matotonan’, 43.1% of the community told us (qualitatively) that they would like ‘better schooling and educational facilities’.

³° Under Indonesian law, attending nine years of elementary and junior high school is compulsory.
Baseline data also found that the Matotonan community believe there are important components of their education being overlooked; namely, activity relating to culture and environment.

In addition to figures provided previously in Culture and Environment, findings here again confirm that – although literacy/tertiary education is clearly stated as being important – when the exact same sample group (the community) were asked ‘what are the most important skills your children will need for their future?’ (as seen in figure 1.8), 66% told us (qualitatively) that the most important skills were in fact those related to the forest (hunt, gather, cultivate, medicinal and building). Even more so than a ‘school education’ (24.2%).

Notably, this notion is not just held by an older-age demographic. It’s found – quite remarkably when prior data is considered – that 81.5% of the students, and 83.3% of the teachers too, all believe that learning the skills of the forest is of more importance to their lives than learning to read and write; with 63.7% of the overall community believing the same.

In support of this it’s also found that 93.8% of students believe that they’re not learning enough about Arat Sabulungan, whilst the figure is 89.9% for the entire community.

Furthermore, the teachers - who have never received any form of training with relation to teaching Mentawai culture - suggest that the current curriculum needs to be changed; stating ideas such as ‘include Mentawai studies’, ‘update the lesson books’, or even ‘a complete overhaul of the RPP (Implementation Plan for Learning)’.

When considering the baseline findings that show how reliant the community is on the forest and surrounding resources for their survival, the concern for their lack of opportunity to learn about Arat Sabulungan seems relative.

As our findings indicate though it is already having a significant impact on the younger generation; with 87.7% of the students, whom teachers state have never once been taken into the forest for educational purposes, recording a low to medium knowledge of the plants, animals and forests of the region.

Irrespective of preference, for the Mentawai community here to learn about their native culture or environment within the current educational system, the opportunity is either limited or simply does not exist.
CONCLUSION

For thousands of years the indigenous Mentawai community has been able to sustain a self-sufficient lifestyle through the practice of their native culture, Arat Sabulungan. Despite having little or no money these tribes have provided homes and a constant supply of food for their families.

Over the past century though, rather than seeing improvements to their people’s health and wellbeing through the introduction of modern development and material wealth (which, by all intentions, is given to help improve their lifestyle), instead they’re seeing communities such as Matotonan slowly lose connection with their native culture and plummet toward a state of impoverishment.

As shown through analysis of our baseline survey data, Indonesia’s mainstream practices and ideologies have already been well established within the Matotonan community. People believe in a recognized religion (98.2%); students enjoy attending school (89.5%); parents believe nationalised education is important for their children’s future (76.8%); and they agree that important developments for the future of Matotonan include better schooling and educational facilities (43.1%); road, electricity, lighting, and communication improvements (22.4%); better employment opportunities and a stronger economy (9.8%) – see fig 1.7.

The consequence of this integration however is that the knowledge and understanding of their native culture and environment is now considerably low and, for the latter, virtually non-existent. A reality made evident by the fact that no members of the Matotonan community were able to identify the establishment of a single community-based cultural or environmental education activity, and by 68.5% of the community admitting to possess a low-med knowledge of the plants, animals, and forest community admitting to possess a low-med education activity; and by 68.5% of the community-based cultural or environmental awareness raised through extensive research conducted within Mentawai over the past six years, including this baseline survey, key members of the local community engaged

This coinciding with findings indicating that the Matotonan community’s perception of survival is being overcome by concern and urgency for a need to earn money, as shown by 211 of the 332 adults surveyed qualitatively stating financial/ economic issues as the number one problem with life in Matotonan.

Based on these findings, for people of whom 97.5% believe they could not survive without the ability to gather resources found in their surrounding forest and who are, as a community, being deprived of an opportunity to develop this knowledge, indigenous Mentawai are headed toward a state of ruin.

Besides the few jobs provided by the government there is currently little to no ongoing employment available in Matotonan and therefore very little money. The knowledge and understanding of how to survive self-sufficiently here without reliance on earning income is, at present, the greatest source of wealth for the indigenous Mentawai community. Therefore the disconnection from their native education and impending loss of their cultural and environmental understanding is indeed the catalyst for what will become severe and long-term poverty.

This is not implying that a standard national education system is not important and cannot or would not lead to fulfilment of the Mentawai people’s aspirations. But analysis of this baseline survey data has found that this is not the issue.

Of far greater importance to the wider community is that there is no opportunity within their current education system to learn about their history, language, culture and the skills relative to prospering within their current environment. Which is why, when 83.3% of all teachers state that learning the skills of the forest (hunt, gather, cultivate, medicinal and building) is more important than learning to read and write, alongside 81.5% of students expressing the same sentiment; and 11 of the 12 community leaders, 5 of the 6 teachers, 93.8% of the students, and 89.9% of the entire community saying that they are not learning enough about Arat Sabulungan; establishes enough evidence to conclude that there is both need, desire and motive within Matotonan to develop a system integrating indigenous education into their day-to-day learning.

At present, as a result of the community awareness raised through extensive research conducted within Mentawai over the past six years, including this baseline survey, key members of the local community engaged during this period have now taken ownership in the development of a community-based model designed to provide their people opportunity to a cultural and environmental education program.

To be implemented outside the hours of the current school program, the model proposes to re-empower Sikerei in their role as a community-educator; allowing them to pass on their cultural and environmental wisdom to groups during organised gatherings. A role they’ve said they have both time and interest in fulfilling.
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